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Hot News!  First Redwood to Level 70 is:
story by Okwaho Redwood 
picture by Gin'jojo 
June 6, 2021

Formerly Elusive Warlord of the Tribes,
found in Outlands sporting a new outfit
and some new arcane ability!
 
As the Warlord prepares to lead the
Tribes into dangerous battles ahead, it
looks like he picked up a tree and a
pinkskin along the way.  
 
This might bear some investigation...

First Roadhouse - Many Bar Fights

New Homefront Click Here
 

story sent in by Shattrath Affiliated Press 
June 6, 2021

Between one of the Bard of Bones favorite
tavern tunes and the sighting of an old
friend, Sage Okwaho Redwood was more
than satisfied with the first Roadhouse in
Shattrath's World's End Tavern.
 
Despite some unruly guests starting bar
fights every few minutes, and the
overstock of Alliance brews, it was a good
to spend a moment with friends, some
finally making their way to Scryer or
Aldor rise after a few too many, and to
meet new ones.  
 

Tomorrow they will be back at it, pathfinding to Nagrand and learning more about this strange new land.
 
Of some note... The Sage appears to have withdrawn early and was last seen drawing sketches on a scroll of Shattrath
upon Scryer's Rise

New Rumors Click Here New Homefront Click Here

Yestermoon's News
Sin'dorei Gathering... a lot of them
story by Okwaho Redwood 
June 5, 2021

After a couple of weeks and a few days of frantic changes, various organizations meet in Farstrider Square.  Magister
Thalem’tia of the Luminaries, along with Maeiri of Blood Knights and Manimarco of Cult of the Sunwell gathered to
discuss the defense of the city.  As more Sin’dorei show up, they are hired, some say conscripted even, on the spot to
fill the needs of the city guard and Farstriders.  Good to see the defenders of the city grow! 
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Visiting the Caverns of Time
picture by Gin'jojo  
Azeroth Press Reports (APR) 
June 5, 2021

Report Just In:
 
Hourglass of Time appears to have
changed since the Tribes were last
visiting... and it looks uncracked. 
 
Master Gin'jojo of the Tribes states that
upon visiting the Caverns, he felt like the
Bronze Dragons were paying some
unnatural attention to him as he gazed
upon the monument.  Did they think his
water elemental was really Branharak?

Bear Times!
picture and commentary by Sauromoon 
June 5, 2021

There's always a bigger bear...

Gom Kuu'Jak
story by Okwaho Redwood 
June 5, 2021

You may have already heard this battlecry near you in the swamps of Zangarmarsh or the when they attempted to
meet some longbeards at Honorhold amidst a trial by combat over ... it does not matter what it was over, the point is
that Gom Kuu'Jak! was heard across Hellfire Peninsula (see story below with footage of the assembly holding a tower
against some rather angry Dwarfs).
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But here, as they relax on Spirit Rise, some of the various leaders of the groups that have banded together under this
Orcish battlecry began to make plans for training, patrolling, and even a symbol so that each would know one another
when aid was needed or given.
 
Proving once again, that the more the Alliance seeks to overcome the Horde, the stronger the bonds become as we
stand together shoulder to shoulder to face whatever may come.  The Horde grows more stalwart.   
 
If you wish to join us, fighting with honor and respect, reach out to your nearest representative today!  We will gladly
fight at your side and teach you our battle  ways and our battle cry!  GOM KUU'JAK!

Weekly Highlights
Expedition: Zangarmash
story by Okwaho Redwood 
June 4, 2021

Redwood Tribes meets with Longwalker Tawahne
Duskhoof for a briefing before a trip to another new
land and "Expedition: Zangarmarsh."
 
The Chieftain, two Longwalkers (if you are not sure
what a Longwalker is, please see story below on
common Shu'halo terms), a Sage, and many more
Braves and Mystics of Redwood and their allies met in
Hellfire Peninsula and lined up for a mission briefing.
 
An expectation of Alliance was on everyone's mind,
along with reports of Naga, giant fungus, and a dense
marshy landscape.

Setting out, the group had to dispatch one crazed Alliance, who jumped into their midst.  Okwaho was certain he must
have been driven to madness by the never ending landscape of the Peninsula.  But once past that obstacle, Alliance
body laying lifeless upon the dry and cracked road, the Vanguard led the way up an incline into Zangarmarsh and
into a Cenarion Hold encampment.  I am certain, I did not roll my eyes as the Druids offered us no food, drink, nor
advice about the land we were now in.

Finding a few more towns a long the way, Swamp Rat Post and Zabra'jin, the Tribes stopped to assist Horde forces to
capture some small camps in the midst of the swamplands.  Okwaho would be sure to mention Swamp Rat Post to the
Grin, as it seemed a good match to their home in Stonard, and all the Trolls of Zabra'jin might be worth investigating
for the Tribes' Trolls and Master Gin'jojo.  Scouting missions were sent out, but upon returning both missions required
more forces or more time to determine if allies or enemies had been found.  
 
One thing that was agreed upon, was that the Orcs returning to this land were very unsure of all the changes.
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Fel Reaver?  
What is it doing in the command tent?
Thrallmar United Press 
June 4, 2021

If you have not been to Outland and Hellfire Peninsula, perhaps you will not understand exactly how large and
dangerous a Fel Reaver can be.  Okwaho Redwood and Talore Stonehoof, about to set off for the Ramparts, found
themselves, along with a couple of allies from the Grin and the Hand having to defend Thrallmar first and foremose,
as someone decided they could escape in the crowd as the guards of Thrallmar were forced to engage the strange ...
being?  Whatever it is, it said to run on demon souls.  Can we send it back to where the souls come from?  Asking for
some friends.

Territory Claims in Outlands, Heats up! 
The Ride of Gom Kuu'Jak
story by Okwaho Redwood, pictures: Trollwife and Okwaho 
June 3, 2021

As Mu'sha rose above Mulgore, Longwalker Duskhoof called for a
Redwood Tribes Recon mission to an area of ancient and decrepit
fortifications overlooking Hellfire Citadel.   
 
The strange satellites of Draenor rose above the handful of tribes-
members that had volunteered for the mission.  As they took the first
battlement from a small group of longbeards, speculation arose about
these landmarks and what their purpose or function had been before
crumbling into ruin.
 
As the Tribes and some allies from Frostwolf Clan and Hand of
Lordaeron continued patrols, Dwarven Overlords charged into their
midst and scattered the Tribes amongst the various outcroppings.
 
Heated battles then ensued, with the Tribes sending messengers 

picture above by Trollwife

throughout the peninsula, code words "Gom Kuu'Jak" to call for reinforcements. 
 
The Grin and more rode hard to help fortify and push the Dwarves deep into an area infested with pools of gurgling
fel and sludge slimes every few feet.  Reclaiming the ruins, the call went forth to assault Honor Hold, where the group
held a tower for a bit against an onslaught of Clan Battlehammer led by one Grumpenstout who was busy defending
his clan against scurrilous rumors and infighting amongst the various Alliance groups present.
 
Seeing they would get no further into Honor Hold itself, in retribution for the attacks upon the Overlook, the members
of Gom Kuu'Jak flew back to Thrallmar for a celebration at the gates. 
 
Gom Kuu'Jak!  Fear the Grin!  Redwoods Stand Tall!

Non-hostile Alliance escorted
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to Honor hold. 
 
Dominating the Overlook, 
The Tribes and Grin show
they can be gracious to those
that show respect and good
will.

Cap'n Han'zee Discovers Sky Islands
Affiliated News Source, pictures: Han'zee 
June 3, 2021

Report Just In:
 
Cap'n Han'zee reports Sky Islands as
predicted in ancient Draenor lands.
 
Plans underway to acquire a sky sailing
vessel to reach distant shores, claim
territories for the Horde, or perhaps for the
Cap'n and crew Redwood.   Are these the
Han'zee Islands of Legend?  Time will tell...

"Bluff Watchers, Honor Guard, Longwalkers,
and Pathfinders: Know Your Terms"
story by Okwaho Redwood, pictures: Branharak and Leidolfr 
June 3, 2021

New to Mulgore?  Lots of buff Shu'halo, (This is what we are called in our language and sounds much nicer than
"Tauren"), may be seen at various guard duties throughout the Bluffs.  Here is a run down, including those that are
always looking for things to climb, whether on the Bluffs or out in the world.

Bluffwatchers: 
 
Some might think of these stalwart Shu'halo
as the Mulgore Spice Bread Grunt, but under
An'she or Mu'sha their patrols are never
ending.  Each one takes a course in longbeard
tossing and gnome stomping before taking up
the mantle.  This is the backbone of the Bluff
defenses.  While they are enjoying all the fruit
trees on the Bluffs recently, they most always
have some Spice Bread in their pack and will
share as they offer directions and
information.

Honor Guard:
 
There is no greater honor than
being the staunch defender of the
High Chieftain and one of his
personal guard.  They are ever
present and ever alert.  They are
trusted at the most sacred and
important of meetings and never
in Shu'halo history have they
betrayed that trust either in deed
or word.  They also get to hear the
best stories, alongside High
Chieftain Bloodhoof, at Tall Tales
& Epic Fables.

Longwalkers: Fierce in battle, sharp of
tongue, and knowledgeable of side trails
and back alleys, the Longwalkers are the
scouts and messengers chosen by the
High Chieftain and his alone to
command.  And they are so much more

th T ib h l d th i
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as the Tribes have learned; gathering
information, investigating every rumor of
danger, arranging battle plans, and
thinking of every possible way to defend
not only the High Chieftain but every inch
of Shu'halo and Horde lands.  You think
you can take on this Longwalker?  She
took home one title in the Crossroads
Fight Night, just recently.

Pathfinders:
 
If you think Longwalkers
travel, the Pathfinders
were there first.  Ever ask
yourself, I wonder where
that leads? or I wonder if I
can make it up that
towering cliff with no
equipment, just my bare
three-fingered hands? 

Then you may want to
think about a change of
profession and become a
Pathfinder.  Even if there is
no path, a Shu'halo
pathfinder will find one. 
 
Perhaps we can convince
someone to open up
Skybreaker's School of
Pathfinding?  

You can barely see Bran on top of the Hourglass... 
Oh, we don't talk about that any more.

"Assault on the Portal"
Stonard, Swamp of Sorrows & Dark Portal, Blasted Lands 
June 1, 2021

Throughout the day and into the evening, as Mu'sha rose above the Blasted Lands, Horde and Alliance fought back
wave after wave of demons emanating from the portal; more often than not, fighting each other, as well.

Engineers and mages went over final preparations
and planning, finally signalling the Argent Dawn that
the Assault, code  name: "Storm the Portal" could
commence.
 
Amongst those first waves were many Tribes, Grin,
Hand, Bulwark, Lighthouse, Froswolves, Shattered
Co., Little Dragons and more, mixed together and
determined to push through the front line of demons. 
 
Their goal:  to secure the portal for supplies and
specialists.

Following word that the area was somewhat Demon free, word was received in Stonard to move the final supplies. 
The final assault team did so, taking a detour to Stromgarde to see if the Armistice with a handful of Alliance was still
in place. 
 
The Sage amongst a few others, believing they could stop the Demons but only fighting as one, as had happened a
handful of seasons ago on the slopes of Mount Hyjal.

The Sage of Redwood, since being
assigned to the Tribes by the Earthen
Ring, had tried many tactics to getting the

Longbeards out of Mulgore Durotar and
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Longbeards out of Mulgore, Durotar, and
the Barrens, from assaulting their keeps
to attempting trade treaties for Dwarven
Ale and Stout, but all had failed to keep
the Longbeards out of Horde lands. 
(Some said, he just wanted access to the
ale for personal use).  No matter how
many Dwarves the Longwalker hurled
from the Bluffs, more kept coming!
 
Finding the Alliance, including an ale 

vendor Okwaho had contracted specialty ale from in the past for Holiday Roadhouses, he two groups began the
march to the portal; side by side and intermingled the groups walked, some attempting to break down the language
barriers, while others commented in their own tongues as to how strange these circumstances truly were.

It seemed a small group, as they stepped up to the ramp leading to the looming Portal.  Both the leader of the
Alliance forces, Salem Dizzlespark and Okwaho Redwood for the Horde, presented themselves to give speeches or to
raise the fervor with battlecries!
 
With final cheers and yells, the Alliance and Horde Stormed the Portal side by side, slamming into demons double or
triple the size seen emerging into Azeroth.

As one, the forces moved to take on a Pit Lord at the bottom of the steps leading into what was dubbed Hellfire
Peninsula, but though they dented the tough hide, they were forced to fall back as more demons popped into
existence behind their lines.

All forces fell back, having given the
troops at the portal time to reset their
defenses.  A few Alliance and Horde
shared final looks, some holding a glare
that promised this Armistice was at an
end, while some held gratitude that for a
brief moment they had been successful in
their first foray together.
 
Only time will tell if the Horde and
Alliance can make a difference in this
strange new land.
 
Story by Okwaho Redwood, Editor

Top Story Comedy Crossroads Rumors & Tall Tales Stunning Vistas Calendar of Events Homefront

Comedy Crossroads
 

With Kathley Roe Vock of Hand of Lordaeron

                Life can be funny sometimes, fortunately. If it weren't, life would be a
nonstop vuvuzela of drama and anxiety that could only be solved by hanging
yourself from a tree with a catapult underneath, that smashes you in the face like
a clown pie, except the catapult is full of your bad decisions. Many people don't 
realize this but laughing and crying go hand in hand. Of Lordaeron's many aspiring comedians, I'm not sure any of
us can match the hilarity of real life sometimes.
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                Gabe's farm being covered in a deluge of wolf poop is funny, but it could make you cry if that's your home; it
WOULD make me burn the land and move on. The way Jayzakk pronounces new words makes you cry and laugh at
the same time, or trauma can make us alternate crying and laughing like some kind of involuntary instructive
performance on blowing snot bubbles.
 
                A wedding between two people that everyone adores, I don't need to explain that one. Sometimes you're so
frustrated, that all you can do is blubber out some mix of the two while screaming into an orange gem on your mom's
birthday, sauced up harder than Lyle at a bad luck competition with an open bar. They all come together to insinuate,
not prove maybe, but at least suggest that maybe we're still alive after all. I'm sure there are other subtopics about life
besides laughing and crying, but hey, that's what the rest of the Redwood Times is for.
 
-Kathley

Rumors and Tall Tales
 

As overheard at
Spirits of the Earth

Mother Tavern

 

Multiple reports out of  
Old Hillsbrad!  Linked to
the mysterious Caverns of
Time, strange 
news begins to trickle
from numerous Horde
members concerning
time travel and
hallucinations of
transformative powers!

photos by Cap'n Han'zee 
 
or is it Han'zee? 
 
Why would Han'zee
implicate himself? 
 
Too many questions to  
answer for this field
reporter... 
 
Barkeep, another ale!

More Tribe's Members report
same!  
 
Request more investigation. 
Possibly stumbled upon a secret
sect of Ashbringer worshipers! 

Recommended course of
action:
Repeat what they say to allay
suspicions
Report back to Bronze
Dragons
Return to proper timeline

 
picture courtesy of Gin'jojo

Sage Okwaho Redwood seen
cutting bits of fibrous meat of
oversized Zangarmarsh
Mushrooms and muttering to
himself.  
 
Was that "Wonder if I can get
Gul Fieri to try this mushroom?"
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Pathfinding out to Netherstorm,
Tribes-members Zeaha
Brightmane, Sauromoon,
Thunderwings, and Okwaho
Redwood come away with many
questions... including "Is that a
space ship like the blue ones
crashed in Kalimdor?"

Top Story Comedy Crossroads Rumors & Tall Tales Stunning Vistas Calendar of Events Homefront

 

Stunning Vistas

Tok'kon Found Bears At the Dark Portal

Tavili seeing the sights

Gin'jojo heading Underwater

Shonte Daud No Fear

Longwalkers Walkin'
by Kaylan Ragehorn

Ayashe captivated by the view

Top Story Comedy Crossroads Rumors & Tall Tales Stunning Vistas Calendar of Events Homefront

Calendar of Events - contact editor to be added
 

June 7 - 5pm Road to Nagrand with Winterfang of the Frostwolf Clan
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June 8 - 5pm Flowerpicker Orator Night with Kaylla in Garadar - Stories and Dueling   
June 10 - 530 Gom Kuu''Jak Welcome Festival - Hosts Redwood Tribes
June 11 - 530 Guild Faire (msg. Okwaho for space) - Orgrimmar - Valley of Honor
June 12 - 7pm Kathley at the Darkmoon Faire with Lyle Ross and Miranda Coteshear           
                         See Advertisements for more upcoming events
June 17 - 6pm Prowling the Wilds with Tawahne Duskhoof

 
For Weekly events, see the Grobbulus Calendar posted in the Horde RP Discord

Fridays 6pm - Weekly Circle RP with Redwood - open to all. (most fridays)
Sat 4pm -Face your Demons with Gabriel and Father Ross, weekly therapy group - Tarren Mill
(see advertisements) 
Sun 4pm - Fishing with Friends with Branharak Skybreaker - Pond outside of WC - Fishing for
Prizes    
Sun 6pm - Redwood Roadhouse unless noted otherwise 
Saturday and Monday at 7pm Triffy D'argentine leads new and old activities with The
Lighthouse

 
Many events have an advertisement, see link at the top of the page, and if you have an event you
would like to see listed here or advertised msg. Okwaho or Ardrus @Winter#3381 or in game, or
email to Lohkawaswildmane@gmail.com

 

On the Homefront
Tribes Relax Under the Kree!
Story by Thunder Bluff New Era Gazzette 
June 6, 2021

Many new faces have been attracted to Fishing with Friends, hosted by Branharak Skybreaker.  And amongst them so
old veterans, like Ulgi of the Tribes, who picked up first place in the friendly competition. 
 
There was some small disruption near the end, as Gul Fieri dove into the small pond catching a glint of something at the
bottom.  After a quick check, however, The Sage brokered a catering deal for an upcoming party!  Wonder if we will see
more about this in the rumor section soon... or possibly upcoming events!  Everyone that is anyone wants an invite to the
Sage's parties, you never know if there will be wild dancing, fighting, and will there be ale from the Infamous Spirits of
the Earth Mother Brewery.  Check back here for more news soon!

Tribes Relax Under the Kree!
Cub Reporter for the Times 
June 4, 2021

Report Just In:
 
Tribes-members who stayed on Azeroth
place welcome home campfires for those
that Stormed the Portal.  Laughter,
wrestling, and relaxation seemed to take up
all the Tribes time.  Some might say there
was tickling under the Kree. 
 
Of note Sage stays in Azeroth cites

mailto:Lohkawaswildmane@gmail.com
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Of note, Sage stays in Azeroth, cites
important meeting on the morrow on the
Bluffs!  

"War Harness Shop Under Siege
Central Rise, Thunder Bluff 
June 1, 2021

Hope all are have fun out in the broken isles of
Draenor.  Leidolfr is home on Bluff.  All is well...
Not!
 
Baby after baby is now on Bluffs.  We made leather
war gear at Sura Wildmane shop.  But now, is shop
of small leather teeth ring and baby harness!
 
No outfit Brave and Bluffwatcher, just small baby
harness and small rope attach to it.  You will see
why when you return.
 
Friend Bran come help!!!  Fast.  Overrun. 

Top Story Comedy Crossroads Rumors & Tall Tales Stunning Vistas Calendar of Events Homefront
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